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Let's Jump at the Sun
A CASE FOR SUPPORT INSPIRED BY OUR
NAMESAKE,  ZORA NEALE HURSTON.
Zora Neale Hurston was an author, anthropologist, and filmmaker. Following
her mama’s advice to “jump at the sun,” Zora became one of the most widely
published Black woman authors of the Harlem Renaissance, her work
celebrates the depth and beauty of Black American culture and resilience. 

Zora had a fiery intellect, an infectious sense of humor, and, as one friend put
it, “the gift of walking into hearts.” Zora could walk into a roomful of strangers,
and a few minutes and a few stories later, leave them so completely charmed
that they often found themselves offering to help her in any way they could.

Zora excelled at "jumping at the sun." She followed her mama’s advice and
changed the world for the better. Now it’s our turn.
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Incubate businesses
Activate their leadership in their families,
communities and workplaces
Connect with mental health resources
Navigate job losses and other COVID-19
related transitions
Collaborate on innovative projects and
initiatives through our coworking space
Gain financial empowerment and
confidence

Through community building efforts, shared
space, and programming, Zora’s House – the
first and only community space and
leadership incubator in Ohio created by and
for women of color – works to dismantle
barriers of systemic racism and sexism, and
to ensure the full participation of women of
color in the civic, economic, and cultural life
of the City of Columbus.

Since its founding in 2018, Zora’s House has
helped over 3,000 women of color:

MAKING SPACE  
for Women of Color
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The build out of a 10,000 square foot, $5 million community
hub that will serve as a center for leadership, innovation, and
an economic empowerment engine for Black, Latina, AAPI,
Indigenous, and other women and gender expansive people
of color across Franklin County.
$1 million in critical capacity building funds to expand
staffing, increase the reach of our high-impact programs and
services, and ensure future financial sustainability for Zora’s
House.

Building on this foundation, Zora’s House is looking ahead to
meet the ever-increasing needs of our diversifying community
and address the racial and gender inequities that hold women of
color back from thriving in Central Ohio. With this in mind, Zora’s
House is making the following significant investments in our
organizational capacity:
 

IN OTHER WORDS, WE’RE MAKING
BIG SPACE FOR WOMEN OF COLOR
TO THRIVE. 
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2019
2020
2021
2022

$57K
$88K

$282K
$614K

Zora's House Annual Budget
With grassroots backing, the support of respected community
partners, and judicious leadership, Zora’s House has
successfully expanded both our budget and impact every year.
Over the next three years, we plan to invest almost $3.5M in
critical capacity building funds to expand staffing, increase the
reach of our high-impact programs and services, and ensure
future financial sustainability for Zora’s House. 

2023
2024

$1M
$1.2M
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2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

Individual Memberships

Institutional Memberships

Growing numbers of
individual + institutional
memberships means more
WOC connected to
catalytic skills, resources,
and relationships.

Hours of Programming

Over 80% of Zora's House
programs are birthed from,
led by, or run by Zora's
House members.

Zora's House produces
over 200 hours of
programming
centering personal,
professional, and
economic uplift of
WOC every year. 

SOCIAL IMPACT



RETURN ON INVESTMENT

Community Partnerships

25 5000community partners WOC impactedSINCE
2018

Strategic collaboration increased
our reach 200x since 2018 and
our new space and expanded staff
will act as an additional asset to
our partners and community.$157K

$225K

$275K

$325K

2021
2022

2023

2024

$1M

Direct Financial Impact
By 2025, Zora's House will create $1M of positive financial impact in the
form of new jobs, promotions, contracts, and funding for women of color..

Growing Revenue and Sustainability

Grants Earned Revenue Grassroots Support
80%

4%
16%

63%

45%46%32%

5%
9%

2022 2023 2024
The proposed new facility will enhance space for programming,
public use, and administration while creating new earned
income revenue streams such as: expanded membership and
program income; landlord income from office rental, café, and
event space rental. 



Our pro j e c t rev i ta l i z e s
a vacant (prev i ous ly

b l i ghted ) lo t to create
economic growth for

the communi ty .
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...EXPANDED IMPACT
MAKING SPACE FOR…

With the construction of  our 10,000 square foot community hub,  we wil l  build upon our r ich
foundation of  innovation and impact to accomplish the fol lowing:  

CREATE 6,000 SQUARE FEET OF
PROGRAMMING AND EVENT SPACE

 
This wil l  more than double our
current capacity and creating

additional space to support the
programming needs of our

members and partners.  

EXPAND OUR PROGRAMMATIC
REACH BY 150% OVER THREE YEARS

 
This includes our  WOC Owned

Markets,  Leadership Fellows
program, and WOC Wealth Building

Institute.  

EXPAND FACILITIES FOR OUR 
 RESIDENTIAL INCUBATOR

PROGRAM 
 

 Self- identifying women, femmes,
or non-binary individuals who
will  receive up to two weeks of

stable housing and onside
coaching and technical  assistance

in order to advance their  small
business or career pathways.  CREATE PUBLIC GATHERING

SPACES ON THE GROUND AND
FIRST FLOORS 

 
Make Zora’s House an invit ing

location for community
events,  business meetings,

and memorable celebrations
for public users and members.  

OFFER SUBSIDIZED OFFICE AND
COMMERCIAL SPACE FOR RENT

 
This space wil l  be accessible to

WOC leaders,  entrepreneurs,
activists ,  and scholars.   

LAUNCH A COMMUNITY CAFE
 

Overseen by local  community
partners,  creating jobs for local

Weinland Park residents.
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Our new facility will allow us to expand our innovative programs and resources that
connect low- to moderate-income women of color to meaningful entrepreneurial and
leadership pathways, while revitalizing a vacant (previously blighted) lot to create
economic growth for the community. The new building will create space for…

...ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT

. . .BUILDING WEALTH

Our new Wealth Building Institute will feature programming
and resources for WOC that are specifically geared towards
helping close the racial and gender wealth gap.

An expanded Residency Program will encourage more
entrepreneurs, artists, and academics from around the
country to incubate and launch their change-making ideas
at Zora's House. Over a two-week period, they’ll receive
wrap-around professional development services to help
them advance a career, scholarship, or project that has the
potential to positively impact their professional trajectory.

We’ll offer commercial office and event space to WOC-
owned startups at 50% of the current market rate. Not
only does this serve people who have been historically
under-resourced, it also feeds our local economy with
burgeoning businesses, and our area with community-
minded initiatives.

. . .PROFESSIONAL
ADVANCEMENT

. . .LAUNCHING + 
BUILDING BUSINESSES

MAKING SPACE FOR…
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Every individual woman of color who realizes her potential with help from Zora’s House also expands the potential of our city. She activates with
her advocacy. Innovates with her entrepreneurialism. Inspires with her art. Educates with her scholarship. She achieves success that paves the way

for community success, too.
 

...COMMUNITY TRANSFORMATION + TALENT RETENTION

Public conversations, awareness, and solutions
expand. With women of color in a position to share
their expertise and experiences, our community
gains insight, ideas, and initiatives that fuel both
social and economic progress. 

Mentors and role models increase. With women of
color fully heard and seen, younger women,
people of color, and people who are marginalized
recognize that they, too, have limitless capacities.
Equipped with advice and tools from mentors,
the next generation of talent is prepared to rise
and innovate.  

. . .BUILDING 
POWER

.. .MENTORSHIP

A community that has a reputation for encouraging women
of color by supporting their endeavors and protecting their
well-being, invites more people, businesses, and
investments. We can then retain homegrown talent and
recent graduates; reach new audiences of travelers,
home-buyers, and professionals; and draw greater
interest from organizations committed to diversity and
equity. All of which helps the cultural and economic life of
our city flourish.

. . .A  DIVERSE
ECONOMY

In the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic and the racial unrest following the deaths of Breonna Taylor and George Floyd, women of color are emerging
as a powerful, creative force in the new America that’s struggling to be born. Yet, too often, we find ourselves isolated, marginalized, blocked from

attaining resources, and disconnected from one another even as we care for families, build movements, serve communities, co-create new
organizations, or explore new social, political, or cultural frontiers. 

...SOCIAL AND RACIAL JUSTICE

Coordinated grassroots-funded community childcare
Hosted healing circles for WOC activists
Curated a suite of culturally responsive economic empowerment resources (from PPP and tax
workshops, to business planning classes for women of color laid off from traditional work). 

In the last 18 months, Zora’s House has:

MAKING SPACE FOR…
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"Most of the time, especially in my adult life, I
haven’t been around many Black women

outside of my family. While we have a handful
of Black people that work at my organization,
the majority of the company is white. That is

how I went to college, so I am used to
assimilating, for lack of a better phrase.

 
But one of the biggest things I am gaining from
my Zora’s House membership is confidence in

myself and my ability to contribute to
somebody else’s journey...It has helped me get

more clarification on seeing who I am.
 

Seeing the wide variety of things the women of
Zora’s House are doing really solidified the

confidence for me to step out and do it, and
stop being so terrified that I was going to fail...I

would not be where I am as quickly as I got
here had it not been for taking that step and

joining Zora’s House and having this new world
open up."

"I love supporting and advocating for others,
and it's something that has always come

naturally to me. But in the past I’ve struggled
to build a community where I feel like I’m

getting support, not just giving it.
 

From my first time stepping into Zora's
House, I knew I made the right decision. Not
only was I surrounded by love and positivity,
I also was in a space that opened me up to
new professional opportunities and growth.

 
I remember walking into Zora’s House one
afternoon in a not so great mood. I started
talking to (one of the Zora’s House staff]

about some of the things I was struggling
with in that moment. We talked for over an
hour. That conversation reminded me that
no matter how small I felt in the moment,
there are always women around me who

see the magic in me."
 

"My last name is Wise, but in my brain I
call myself by my middle name, Lynne
Rochelle. That’s my name. That is my
identity, I would say... and I feel like I

fought a lot for my identity So I am in that
place now where I have settled into it and

claim it.
 

The first time I came to Zora's House for
an event, it really felt like this was my

house too. I’m here because I am a part of
this. I may not be the owner, but I am one

of the threads here.
 

At Zora's House, I feel like you could just
drop a dream out there, and somebody is

gonna pick it up; well, not pick it up for
you, but tell you to chase that dream.

Where else are you going to get that as an
automatic response? Like, girl you better

stop talking about it and do it!"

With the support of Zora's House, Storm
launched a new community program for
victims of sexual and domestic violence,

garnered press attention from a local news
outlet, hosted 6 successful healing sessions,
and applied for her first community grant.

During her time a Zora's House Ambassador,
Lynne discovered her passion for sketching and
visual arts. With encouragement from her Zora's
House cohort, she has expanded her skills and

confidence, and recently hosted her first public art
show in a local gallery. 

As a successful graduate of the Zora's House HerWay
Business Builder program, Noelle and was able to
launch and grow her IT business over the past six

months. She recently shared with staff that the first
five clients she acquired to provide initial cash flow

were all fellow Zora's House members!

Storm E. Lynne W.Noelle A.
Zora's House Member Zora's House Member

Zora's House Member
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COMMITTED SUPPORT

GIFTS
Some recent investments in Zora's House include:

LETTERS OF SUPPORT
This project has letters of support from the following
community leaders:

Since its inception, Zora’s House has

proven its ability to exist at the intersection

of audacious, radical ambition, and

grounded, strategic plans to uplift and

empower women of color and propel

social change. With grassroots backing,

the support of respected community

partners, and judicious leadership, we

have successfully expanded both our

budget and impact every year and our

comprehensive campaign has already

garnered significant local support.

$1,000,000 - U.S. Congress 2022 Appropriations Bill

$600,000 - The State of Ohio Capital Budget

$500,000 - The City of Columbus

$300,000 - Campus Partners of Ohio

$250,000 (in kind) - Ohio Capital Corporation for Housing

$200,000 - AEP Foundation

$250,000 - The Columbus Foundation

Congresswoman Joyce Beatty

Christie Angel, CEO, YWCA Columbus

Kelley Griesmer, President & CEO, The Women's Fund

Doug Kridler, President & CEO, The Columbus Foundation

Kenny McDonald, President & CEO, The Columbus Partnership

Amanda Hoffsis, President, Campus Partners

In the Press

A lot of women of color carry a lot of trauma as
it is related to office and professional

experiences: the way that our bodies are
policed, our hair is policed, our tones are
policed, and the weight of feeling like we

constantly have to assimilate and how that in-
and-of-itself is something that shows up every

day. [At Zora's House] the level of
microaggressions gets cut down significantly...
and [women of color] are able to laugh, dream,

connect, innovate, and create in new ways.

Black-Owned Coworking Spaces Are Providing a Safe Haven for POC

Columbus Dispatch: Amid a changing Weinland Park, Zora's
House to build anew on site of former carryout
Columbus Dispatch: Columbus City Council approves $500,000
for coworking space for women of color
Columbus Dispatch: Here's what projects Columbus wants Ohio to
fund with its capital budget
NBC4i: Columbus council approves $500K grant to aid non-profit
helping women of color
Columbus Business First: Zora's House growing into new
Weinland Park space

LOCAL CHATTER
Zora's House has been making headlines with our movement:
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CHRISTIE ANGEL
Community Advocate

DEBORAH AUBERT THOMAS
 Philanthropy Ohio

DIONNE CUSTER EDWARDS
 Wexner Center for the Arts

ERICA CRAWLEY
 Franklin County 

Board of Commissioners

COMMISSIONER

LAUREL BEATTY BLUNT
 10th District Court of Appeals

JUDGE
TRUDY BARTLEY

 The Ohio State University

MALLORY DONALDSON
 The Center for Healthy Families

RONAK FIELDS
 Bath & Body Works

TASHA BOOKER FOWLER
 City Year Columbus

FRAN FRAZIER
 Black Girl Rising

PRISCILLA HAMMONDS
 Grange Insurance

TONI CUNNINGHAM
Godman Guild Association
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Campaign Leadership
JUMP AT THE SUN SOCIETY

https://tenthdistrictcourt.org/


URVI PATEL
 Urvi Patel Coaching

LYDIA SMITH
 Victoria's Secret & Co.

RALONDA HAMPTON
 Mid-Ohio Regional 

Planning Commission

RENEE SHUMATE
 AEP Ohio

SANDRA LOPEZ
 Columbus City Council

TAKEYSHA SHEPPARD
 Bricker & Eckler LLP

ANNA SANYAL
 Vorys, Sater, Seymour 

and Pease LLP

ASLYNE RODRIGUEZ
COTA

DANIELLE SYDNOR
 Franklin County 

Innovation Center

DAWN TYLER LEE
 Forrest Street Consulting 

JANET JACKSON
 Community Advocate

LETHA PUGH
 Small Business Owner
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KIMBERLY LEE MINOR
Bumbershoot

STEPHANIE HIGHTOWER
The Columbus Urban League

TERRI WILLIAMS IFEDUBA
 Office of Congresswoman

Joyce Beatty

ERIN UPCHURCH
Kaleidoscope Youth Center

 

https://mhaohio.org/kaleidoscope-youth-centers-erin-upchurch-on-creating-spaces-of-belonging/


Title sponsorship for our Cafe Business Planning Cohort + Pitch
Competition: Graduates of our a special cohort of our HerWay
Business Incubator, will be eligible to participate in a pitch
competition to named our cafe operator and be awarded with
one year of free rent and business coaching

Your logo prominently and permanently recognized in the
highest traffic areas of our new building: the Zora’s House
community cafe and coworking/program space 

Access to one full-day free rental of our 3,000 square foot event space
(think Women's History Month programming, ERG meetings, etc), as
well as a discounted rate for additional rentals

The opportunity to address the crowd at our launch event 

Trai lblazer  Sponsor

As our Trailblazer Sponsor,  we would be excited
to recognize your support in the following ways:

$1,000,000 +
1 Available

The opportunity to honor a woman of color
(this could include yourself!) who has
impacted your life with a dedication and
naming opportunity in Zora's House
Your logo or name displayed on our
campaign website
An invitation to the Zora's House Grand
Opening

Thank you for considering an investment in our
campaign. 

As we are making space for and in honor of
women of color, we are excited to recognize all
supporters in the following ways:

 

Campaign Gifts +
Recognition 
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CREATE 6,000 SQUARE FEET OF
PROGRAMMING AND EVENT SPACE

 
This wil l  more than double our
current capacity and creating

additional space to support the
programming needs of our

members and partners.  

Innovator Sponsor

Residential Incubator
This opportunity to name the entire third floor
includes five suites and an expansive common area.
This will be the only residential incubator program
in the county that houses and supports women of
color entrepreneurs, activists, and scholars
incubating culture shifting projects. 

Champion Sponsor
$500,000 + 2 Available

$250,000 + 4 Available

As a Champion Sponsor, you will have the
opportunity to be recognized as the sponsor of one
of the following spaces:

As a Guide sponsors, you will have
the opportunity to name of the five
offices on the Innovation Floor. 

These offices will be known
collectively as the "Z" Suite. The "Z"
Suite will offer subsidized office
space to incubate women of color
run small businesses for up to 18
months. 

5 Available$100,000 +
Guide Sponsor

The Zora's House Office Suite

A Conference Room

A Lounge Area

The Business Incubation Pitch Room

As an Innovator Sponsor, you will have
the opportunity to name  for one of
four public spaces on our second floor,
the Innovation Floor:

The Amber Evans Memorial Library
This opportunity to support a literary
space dedicated to the activism,
passion, and brilliance of a founding
member of Zora's House, Amber
Evans. The library will magnify the
voices, stories, and ideas of women
and gender expansive authors of
color.  
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EXPAND OUR PROGRAMMATIC
REACH BY 150% OVER THREE YEARS

 
including our BIG Ideas Lab,  WOC

Owned Markets,  Ambassador
Program, and our recently
launched Wealth Building

Institute.  

Protector Sponsor

Advocate Sponsor
$50,000 +
3 Available

Activist Sponsor
$25,000 +
15 Available

$10,000 +
20 Available

Influencer Sponsor
$2,500 +

30 Available

As an Influencer Sponsor, you'll
choose a quote be included in
the custom wallpaper
displayed in the Zora's House
Coworking Space. 

As an Activist sponsor, you will be
recognized with a commissioned
art piece in honor of a woman of
color who has inspired you to hang
permanently in Zora's House.

As a Protector Sponsor, you'll contribute a
name or idea to a permanent community
art piece that will be installed on the wall
of the back patio of Zora's House. 

The Front Porch
Reception
The Technology Lab

As an Advocate Sponsor, you will
have the opportunity to name
one of the following spaces on
the first floor after a women of
color:  

Defender Sponsor
$5,000 +
25 Available
As an Defender Sponsor, you will
have the opportunity to put the
name of women of color on a paver
outside of our builidng.
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OVER 1 YEAR MONTHLY QUARTERLY SEMI-ANNUALLY

$500,000

$250,000

$100,000

$50,000

$25,000

$10,000

$41,667 $125,000 $250,000

$20,833 $62,500 $125,000

$8,333 $25,000 $50,000

$4,167 $12,500 $25,000

$2,084 $6,250 $12,500

$833 $2,500 $5,000

$5,000

$2,500

$416 $1,250 $2,500

$208 $625 $1,250

OVER 2 YEARS

$500,000

$250,000

$100,000

$50,000

$25,000

$10,000

$20,833 $62,500 $125,000

$10,417 $31,250 $62,500

$4,167 $12,500 $25,000

$2,083 $6,250 $12,500

$1,042 $3,125 $6,250

$417 $1,250 $2,500

$5,000 $208 $625 $1,250

MONTHLY QUARTERLY SEMI-ANNUALLY

OVER 3 YEARS

$13,889 $41,667 $83,333

$6,944 $20,833 $41,667

$2,777 $8,333 $16,667

$1,388 $4,167 $8,333

$694 $2,083 $4,166

$278 $833 $1,667

$500,000

$250,000

$100,000

$50,000

$25,000

$10,000

MONTHLY QUARTERLY SEMI-ANNUALLY

M A K I N G  S P A C E  

GIFT  CHART

W a n t  t o  j o i n  t h e  m o v e m e n t ?
R e a c h  o u t  t o  u s  a b o u t  p l e d g i n g  a

g i f t ,  s c h e d u l i n g  a  m e e t i n g ,  o r
d i s c u s s i n g  h o w  y o u  m i g h t  p a r t n e r

w i t h  u s  f u r t h e r !  
 

Tamal i yapo  Mphande
Di rec tor  o f  Deve lopment

Deve lopment@ZorasHouse . com
614-636-2594
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Dream with Us...
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A VIBE. Coworking. Cafe. Event space.
Retreat Space. Subsidized office rentals.
Complete with bright sunlight, amazing

women, dope art, and everything else you
need to meet, retreat, dream, and lead. 

How would you envision using this space?

Who do YOU know who needs
to know about this work?

What makes you excited about
the Zora's House community?



TYIESHA RADFORD-SHORTS
The Ohio State University

LILIAN MORALES-LASTER
United Midwest Savings Bank

JENNIFER WALTON
(BOARD CHAIR)
Sky Nile Consulting

ASHLEY INGRAM
(BOARD TREASURER)
Thomas Ingram Law Group

CHRISTINA PATEL
The Ohio State University

CHRISTINA RATLEFF
City of Columbus

TAMALIYAPO MPHANDE
Director of Development

LIZ GORDON-CANLAS 
Managing Director

IVORY LEVERT
Programs &
Partnership Manager

TASHA LOMO
Programs & 
Partnership Coordinator

JADA DUNWOODY-BRENT 
Executive Assistant

J’HANNA THE GREAT
Marketing &
Communications Manager

Executive Director
LC JOHNSON
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Join Our Movement At...

MAKINGSPACE.ZORASHOUSE.COM



ADDRESS: 1311 Summit Street Columbus, Ohio 43201

EIN: 84-2107847

PHONE: 614-636-2594
EMAIL: development@zorashouse.com


